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INSIGHT
EDITORIAL

U K I M M I G R AT I O N :
W H AT ’ S I N S T O R E
F O R 2 02 2 ?

Over the past year, the UK immigration system
has undergone its most significant transformation
in decades, as the government attempts to deliver
on its Brexit referendum promise to take back control
of our borders and put in place an immigration
system that works in the national interest.
This time last year a major shake-up of the Immigration
Rules was commencing, with the previous Tier 2
(General) work route being rebranded and relaunched
as the Skilled Worker route, and EU citizens wishing
to settle permanently in the UK having to ensure they
were physically present in the country before the door
closed on free movement on New Year’s Eve 2020.

Since then, employers have spent
much of 2021 getting to grips with new
requirements for sponsoring European
workers within their business, and
likewise thousands of EU, EEA and
Swiss citizens have had to navigate UK
immigration controls for the first time.
As we approach the one-year anniversary
we take a look ahead at what’s in
store for UK immigration in 2022,
including further reforms planned
by the Home Office to attract global
talent and improve the system for
employers and overseas workers.

“As we approach the
one-year anniversary
we take a look ahead at
what’s in store for UK
immigration in 2022.”
N E W P L A N FO R I M M I G R AT I O N
On 24 May 2021, the Home Office
published its ‘New Plan for Immigration’
strategy statement, setting out the
government’s vision for the UK’s border
and immigration system in subsequent
years. The statement outlines proposals
to transform the border and immigration
system and deliver a fully digital endto-end customer journey, with the UK
knowing more about the people arriving in
the country before they start their journey.
Some of the reforms outlined in the
strategy have already been introduced,
such as delivering the new Graduate
route which opened in July this year,
and requiring most EU nationals to use
a passport rather than an ID card to
enter the UK from 1 October 2021.
Other longer term goals which will
be on the Home Office’s radar in
2022 include laying the groundwork

for the digital transformation of the
border, and preparing for the future
introduction of Electronic Travel
Authorisations (ETAs) and e-visas.
N E W R O U T E S O P E N I N G I N 2022
In his Autumn Budget presented in
October, Chancellor Rishi Sunak
recognised the importance of high skilled
migration in boosting innovation, jobs
and competitiveness. With this in mind,
the Budget set out government plans to
create a ‘dynamic and open economy’
through key immigration reforms.
This includes the introduction of three
new immigration routes to attract highly
skilled people to the UK: the Global
Business Mobility route, the Scale-up route
and the High Potential Individual route.
G LO B A L B U S I N E S S
MOBILIT Y VISA
The new ‘Global Business Mobility
visa’ due to launch in spring 2022 is
aimed at overseas businesses wishing to
establish a presence in or transfer staff
to the UK. The visa will consolidate
Intra-Company Transfers (ICTs) and
other business mobility visas into a
single route, and could see the removal
of several existing categories.
The Global Business Mobility route will
enable overseas businesses to temporarily
send an employee to the UK for a
specific corporate purpose that could
not be done by a resident worker. The
assignment types will be grouped into five
categories: Senior or specialist worker,
Graduate trainee, UK expansion worker,
Secondment worker and Service supplier.
Applicants will need to demonstrate that
they have a receiving business which will
provide sponsorship, a sending business
and that there is a business relationship
between the two entities (such as
common ownership, a contract for goods
or services, or plans for a UK expansion).
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S C A L E- U P V I S A
Also launching in spring 2022, the Scaleup visa will allow talented individuals
to come to the UK if they hold a high
skilled job offer from a qualifying scaleup at the required salary level. The route
aims to help the UK’s fastest growing
businesses to access overseas talent.
Scale-ups will need to apply to use the
route under a fast-track verification
process and demonstrate an annual
average revenue or employment growth
rate over a three year period greater than
20%, plus a minimum of 10 employees
at the start of the three-year period.
The scale-up visa will be open to
applicants who pass the language
proficiency requirement and have a
high-skilled job offer from an eligible
business with a salary of at least £33,000.

H I G H P OT E N T I A L
I N D I V I D UA L V I S A
As part of the government’s Plan for
Growth, a new High Potential Individual
visa route will be introduced, making
it easier for overseas citizens to come
to the UK without a job offer if they
demonstrate high potential. The route
will be open to applicants who have
graduated from a top global university,
and the government will explore the
scope to expand eligibility to other
high potential characteristics.
As there will be no requirement for
applicants to hold a job offer in the UK,
the route will provide individuals with
the flexibility to work, switch jobs or
employers and make contributions to
the UK economy. The High Potential
Individual route will also allow eligible
individuals to extend their visa and
settle in the UK, as long as they meet
the specific requirements to do so.

S P O N S O R S H I P R OA D M A P
The Home Office has expressed a
commitment to delivering ‘radical
changes’ to the sponsorship
process, making it easier for users
to understand and navigate, and
significantly reducing the time it
takes to bring someone to the UK.
To date, the Home Office has already
introduced some key changes to the
sponsorship process which came into
effect when the points-based system
launched in December 2020. These
include the removal of the Resident
Labour Market Test requirement,
suspending the cap on skilled workers
and redesigning the sponsor guidance
to make the system simpler, more
streamlined and accessible. These
changes combined have all helped
reduce end-to-end visa processing
times by up to eight weeks, allowing
employers to bring in workers from
overseas on a tighter timescale.
In September, the government
published a ‘Sponsorship Roadmap’
which sets out key reforms it intends
to introduce in 2022 and beyond.

2022 S P O N S O R S H I P R E FO R M S
The Roadmap highlights the
following areas for improvement
in 2022 and beyond:
Customer experience
Current service standards will be
reviewed and improvements will
be delivered by spring 2022. The
ambition is to offer a shorter service
standard for straightforward,
compliant applicants.
IT transformation
A key element of the sponsorship
transformation plans is the build of a
new sponsorship IT system. The aim
of the new technology is to provide
a simpler application process, more
usable and accessible systems, less
bureaucracy and paperwork when
demonstrating compliance, and
faster end-to-end processing of
applications. There will be a phased
roll-out of the new system, with an
aim to have all licenced sponsors
on the new system by Q1 of 2024.

Compliance
Compliance remains central to the
sponsorship system. Key protections
for workers will be monitored
via compliance visits, and the
transformed sponsorship system
will make greater use of technology
to identify abuse. Compliance
visits will be targeted to sponsors
who present a higher risk or have
no track record of compliance.
Engagement
A comprehensive sponsorship
engagement strategy will inform
the design and delivery of the
new system, in consultation
with a number of key external
stakeholders such as businesses,
SMEs, educational organisations
and advisory groups.
According to the Home Office, these
changes will deliver a sponsorship system
that will enable UK employers to have
an overseas worker ready to start work
faster than in any other G20 country.

THE FUTURE OF UK
I M M I G R AT I O N
The ambitious reforms announced
for 2022 and beyond show a firm
commitment from the Home Office
to encourage high-skilled migration
via a streamlined immigration system
that encourages compliance.
The proposed new routes could really
shake things up in terms of overseas
transfers and secondments to the UK,
and employers are encouraged to seek
advice on how this could impact their
hiring strategies in 2022. Furthermore,
the planned overhaul of the sponsor
system represents a clear message that
sponsorship is here to stay. In return
for easier access to overseas labour,
employers must ensure they play their
part by observing their sponsor duties
and ensuring ongoing compliance
with the Immigration Rules.

To stay up to date on upcoming changes
in UK immigration, subscribe to
Smith Stone Walter’s free news service
at www.smithstonewalters.com/signup.
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PERMIT TED
A L L O WA N C E S F O R
I N T R A - C O M PA N Y
TRANSFERS
One of the key differences between the IntraCompany Transfer (ICT) and the Skilled Worker
routes is the treatment of allowances. Currently,
certain allowances that are paid to ICT workers can
be included when assessing whether a worker meets
the salary threshold.
Stakeholder research carried out by the Migration
Advisory Committee (MAC) showed that many
employers prefer the ICT route over the Skilled
Worker route in part because of the rules on
allowances, citing that these features made the route
more suited to the nature of temporary assignments.
Although the rules on allowances are more flexible
under the ICT route, there are still certain payments
and benefits that cannot count towards the worker’s
salary. Employers must be prepared to show the
Home Office a detailed breakdown of their ICT
workers’ salary and allowances, and should ensure
they only include permitted allowances towards the
total. In this Special Focus, we set out the types of
allowances that are permitted under the ICT route
and those that are not.

PERMIT TED
FOR ICT
Guaranteed basic gross pay
(before income tax and including
employee pension and national
insurance contributions).
Allowances which are guaranteed
to be paid for the duration of the
worker’s employment in the UK
(such as London weighting) or
are paid as a mobility premium
or to cover the additional
cost of living in the UK.
Where allowances are solely for
the purpose of accommodation,
they will only be taken into
account up to a value of either:
- 30% of the total salary
package, where the applicant
is applying on the IntraCompany Transfer route, or;
- 40% of the total salary
package, where the applicant is
applying on the Intra-Company
Graduate Trainee route.

PROHIBITED
FOR ICT
Flexible working where the
nature of the job means that
hours and pay fluctuates.
Payments or allowances that
cannot be guaranteed.
Additional pay such as shift,
overtime or bonus pay, whether
or not it is guaranteed.
Employer pension and national
insurance contributions.
Any allowances other than those
identified as ‘permitted allowances’.
In-kind benefits, such as equity
shares, health insurance,
school or university fees.
Company cars or food.
One-off payments, such
as ‘golden hellos’.
Any payments relating to
immigration costs, such as the
application fee or Immigration
Health Surcharge.
Payments to cover business
expenses, including (but not
limited to) travel to and from the
applicant’s country or residence,
clothing, travel or subsistence.

ADDITIONAL
I N F O R M AT I O N
T E M P O R A RY WO R K E R R E L I E F
HMRC’s general rule is that an
employee who attends a temporary
workplace for a period of up to 24
months can obtain tax exemptions
for accommodation allowance.
S P O N S O R S B E WA R E !
The MAC has recommended that the
Home Office takes steps to enforce the
requirement for sponsors to provide
a complete breakdown of allowances
that are paid, and to consider what
further monitoring is proportionate.
E V I D E N C I N G A L LOWA N C E S
The salary stated on the Certificate
of Sponsorship (CoS) must be the
total including gross basic pay
and all permitted allowances. The
CoS must also provide a separate
total of all allowances and an
explanation of what they are for.
TA X E XE M P T I O N S
The permitted tax exemptions on
expenses and allowances are the same
for resident workers, Skilled Worker
migrants, and ICT migrants. However,
ICT workers are more likely to be
eligible for tax-free accommodation
allowance due to the temporary
nature of the work many of them do.

Smith Stone Walters can help your
business to comply with the rules by
providing tailored advice on calculating
salary and allowances for your ICT
employees. To speak to an advisor,
please call 0208 461 6660 or email
info@smithstonewalters.com.
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I M M I G R AT I O N S K I L L S
C H A R G E (I S C )
The MAC report notes that as part of
the Trade and Cooperation Agreement
between the UK and the EU, the UK
will exempt EU ICT workers from
the ISC from 1 January 2023. Despite
the agreement, the MAC warns
that by not applying the ISC to all
nationalities, UK employers could be
incentivised into favouring certain

“The government is
keen to keep the route
operational, as its
provision enables the
UK to fulfil its
commitments under the
General Agreement on
Trade in Services.”

RECOMMENDED
REFORMS TO
ICT ROUTE
In October, the Migration Advisory
Committee (MAC) published a report
reviewing the UK’s Intra-Company
Transfer (ICT) route, assessing its
efficacy and putting forward some key
recommendations. The UK’s ICT route
enables multi-national companies to
transfer their overseas employees to a
UK subsidiary or connected branch of
the business for temporary assignments.
Applications for ICT visas have
declined since the Skilled Worker
route was launched in December
2020. However, the government is
keen to keep the route operational, as
its provision enables the UK to fulfil

its commitments under the General
Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS),
to provide immigration routes for senior
managers or specialists and graduates.
Overall, the report found that the
current ICT route is working well in
many areas and no significant changes
are required. However, the MAC did
put forward several recommendations
to the Home Office.
S K I L L A N D S A L A RY T H R E S H O L D S
Roles eligible for the ICT route must
be skilled to at least RQF6 (degree
level or equivalent) with a salary of at
least £41,500, or £23,000 for Graduate

nationalities over others. However, the
recommendation put forward states
that the ISC should continue to be
levied on the ICT route where trade
agreements do not preclude this.
Trainees. The MAC recommends
keeping the skill level unchanged,
but has suggested some modest
adjustments to the salary thresholds:
Raise the minimum salary threshold
for Intra-Company Transfers to
£42,400, in line with the average salary
for occupations at RQF6 or above.
Lower the minimum salary threshold
for Graduate Trainees to £20,480 to
align with the Skilled Worker route
thresholds.
All salary thresholds for the ICT
route should be reviewed and
updated annually.

S W I TC H I N G A N D S E T T L E M E N T
One of the biggest changes suggested
by the MAC is to offer ICT visa holders
the option to settle in the UK without
having to switch into an alternative
route to meet the requirements to
do so. The recommendation also
specifies that time spent in the
UK on an ICT visa should count
towards settlement if the worker
does switch into another route.
BUSINESS MOBILIT Y
R E CO M M E N DAT I O N S
The MAC was also asked to help the
Home Office with the design of its

mobility offer for overseas businesses.
This is due to take shape next spring,
in the form of a new Global Business
Mobility route. The new route will form
an ‘umbrella category’ for workers
coming to the UK on temporary
assignments, and will consolidate the
ICT visa and other business mobility
visas into a single route. The MAC
recommendations are as follows.
SUBSIDIARIES
The UK’s existing ‘Representative of
an Overseas Business’ route, otherwise
known as the ‘Sole Representative’
route, allows overseas businesses to
send one employee to the UK to set up
a branch or wholly-owned subsidiary.
The Home Office asked the MAC to
advise on the possibility of creating
a new “Team Subsidiary” visa, which
would allow overseas businesses to send
a group of representatives to the UK.
The MAC advises the Home Office to
trial the team route over a period of two
years, with the following conditions:
	
The overseas company must obtain
a form of sponsor licence that would
evidence their overseas presence
and would be used to sponsor
the team members coming to the
UK to establish the subsidiary.
	
The Team Subsidiary visa should
be limited to a two year period.
	
The number of team members
should be limited to five, and
at least one team member must
meet the criteria of the current
Sole Representative route. The
remaining team members must
meet the criteria of the Skilled
Worker route as a minimum.
S E CO N D M E N T S
As part of the review’s commission,
the Home Office requested

recommendations on the ability of an
overseas business to second a team of
workers to the UK in relation to a highvalue contract for goods or services.
The report pointed out that such
activity is permitted under the visitor
rules, however visit policy does not
permit the worker to reside in the
UK for a continuous period of more
than 6 months, and dependants are
not permitted. The MAC therefore
recommends that a secondment
route should be established that
has the following initial criteria:
	The contract value must be
in excess of £50 million.
	The overseas business must
have been operating for
at least 12 months.
	Visas should be issued for a
maximum of 12 months with the
possibility of a single renewal.
	Dependants should be eligible.
SHORT TERM ASSIGNMENTS
Stakeholder evidence reviewed by the
MAC raised concerns about the lack
of an agile, time limited route that
would allow a migrant to come to the
UK to carry out specialist technical
work which only requires a few days
or weeks to complete; making the ICT
route burdensome and slow whilst such
work is not allowed under visit policy.
The MAC has therefore also advised
the Home Office to explore how the
visit visa rules could be adapted to
facilitate time limited, essential work
travel to the UK, and to consider the
option of a short-term ICT route.

For more information on the ICT
route and other business mobility
routes available for your assignees,
please speak to a SSW consultant.
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I M M I G R AT I O N
IN NUMBERS
Last month, the Home Office published its official
UK immigration statistics for the year ending
September 2021.
The statistics relate to those coming to the UK,
extending their stay, gaining citizenship, applying
for asylum, and being detained or removed, as
well as immigration for work, study and family
reasons, including new visa routes where these are
operational. Below is a summary of the key findings.

OV E R V I E W
There were an estimated 21 million
passenger arrivals in the year ending
September 2021, including returning
UK residents. This represents a
69% decrease compared with the
previous year, due to the travel
restrictions imposed as a result
of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Across all categories, there was a total
of 1,115,155 visas granted, 19% fewer
than the previous year and 64% fewer
than the year before. Of the visas
granted in this 12-month period, 39%
were for study, 23% were to visit, 18%
were to work, 4% were for family and
15% for other reasons. In January 2021,
the UK opened a new immigration

route for Hong Kong citizens who
hold British National (Overseas)
status, enabling them and their family
members to live, work and study in the
UK. Since its introduction and up to
30 September 2021, the BNO route has
received a total of 88,800 applications.

69 %

D E C R E A S E I N PA S S E N G E R
A R R I VA L S CO M PA R E D W I T H
THE PREVIOUS YEAR

79 %

WO R K V I S A S
In the year ending September 2021,
there were 205,528 grants of workrelated visas (including dependants),
representing a 55% increase on the
year ending September 2020 and 9%
higher than in 2019. Work-related
visas are split into the following
categories:

Grants of Temporary worker visas
increased by 16,681 (up 57%) to 46,191.
Over half of all Temporary worker visas
granted were for Seasonal Workers,
up 282% from the previous year. The
growth in this route reflects the quota
increases for the Seasonal Worker visa,
which increased from 2,500 in 2019
to the current quota of 30,000 visas.

	
Skilled worker
	Temporary worker
	High value
	
Other work visas and exemptions

S T U DY V I S A S
There were 428,428 sponsored study
visas granted in this period (including
dependants), up 143% compared to
the year ending September 2020.

127% in the last year. This increase
partly reflects the introduction of
the BNO route, where dependants
account for 23,880 of the visas
granted on this route.

Chinese nationals were the most
common nationality granted visas
for study, accounting for 32% of the
total. Nigerian nationals continued
to see an increase in sponsored study
visas granted, increasing to a record
high of 36,783, the highest number of
visas granted in a single year period
to Nigerian nationals on this route.

Particularly large increases were
seen in grants to dependants of
sponsored study visa holders and
dependants of skilled workers.

55 %

INCREASE IN GRANTS
O F WO R K R E L AT E D V I S A S

All categories increased compared to
the previous year, in part reflecting
recovery from the impact of COVID-19,
but Skilled worker and Temporary
worker visas are now higher than
pre-pandemic levels in 2019.
61% of all work-related visas granted
were for skilled work. ‘Skilled work’
includes Tier 2 routes from the old
points-based system plus the new
Skilled Worker, Health and Care
Worker and Intra-Company Transfer
routes. The Skilled Worker and
Health & Care Worker visas saw
84,652 grants, accounting for 67% of
the total Skilled work visas granted.
However, a decrease was seen for
the Intra-Company Transfer route,
with a 14% decrease in grants. This
continues the decline seen since the
end of 2016 for the ICT visa route.

143 %

INCREASE IN GRANTS
O F S P O N S O R E D S T U DY V I S A S
FA M I LY V I S A S
Visas and permits granted for family
reasons increased 79% compared to the
previous year, with a total of 263,415
grants this period. This rise suggests
that family visa grants are beginning
to recover to pre-pandemic levels.
144,944 visas were granted to
dependants of people coming to
the UK on other types of visa, up

INCREASE IN VISAS AND
P E R M I T S G R A N T E D FO R
FA M I LY R E A S O N S

58,530 EUSS family permits were
also issued to non-EEA close family
members of those granted settled
or pre-settled status through the
EU Settlement Scheme (EUSS).
This represents a 238% increase,
likely due to increased publicity
and communications around the
EUSS deadline of 30 June 2021.
SET TLEMENT AND CITIZENSHIP
The data on settlement applications
shows there were 115,361 decisions
made in the year ending September
2021 (up 43% from the previous year),
with 98% of these resulting in a grant.
There were also 196,862 applications
for British citizenship (up 29%
from the previous year) and 146,483
grants of British citizenship (up
9% from the previous year).
Applications for citizenship by EU
nationals rose by 64%. More than a
third of all citizenship applications
are now submitted by EU nationals
compared with just 12% in 2016.

Increases in citizenship applications
from EU nationals since 2016 are likely
to reflect more Europeans seeking
to confirm their status in the UK
following the EU referendum and
the UK’s departure from the EU.
SPONSORSHIP
In the year ending September
2021, there were a total of 99,345
visa applications for Certificate of
Sponsorship (CoS) for work, 13% fewer
than in the year ending September 2019.

13 %

DECREASE IN VISA
A PPL I C AT I O N S FO R C E R T I FI C AT E
OF SPONSORSHIP

Human health and social work
now comprises 42% of sponsored
skilled work visas, almost double the
24% reported in the year ending
September 2019. This is likely due to a
combination of the removal of doctors
and nurses from the Tier 2 Visa Cap
in 2018 and the further demand for
healthcare professionals resulting
from the COVID-19 pandemic.

Keep up to date with the latest
immigration news, insights and
statistics by signing up to our free
news service. Register at www.
smithstonewalters.com/signup.
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TA C K L E L A B O U R
S H O R TA G E S
WITH A SPONSOR
LICENCE
During the run-up to the Christmas period, UK
headlines have been dominated by news of labour
shortages and supply chain disruptions impacting
key sectors like the food and haulage industries.
To help ease the pressure on businesses
and alleviate staff shortages in key
sectors, the government has introduced
temporary concessions to allow more
overseas nationals to enter the UK for
temporary work under the Seasonal
Worker route. However, the measures
are temporary and only apply to very
limited jobs such as HGV drivers, poultry
production workers and pork butchers.

Becoming a licensed sponsor will
enable your business to hire talent
from anywhere in the world. You do
not need to have already identified the
specific worker or workers you wish to
hire from overseas in order to apply
for a licence. By securing sponsor
approval now, your business will be
prepared to bring in overseas workers
when an opportunity arises.

Employers in a range of sectors such
as hospitality, care and manufacturing
have all expressed concerns about
labour shortages, and so far the
government has no plans to introduce
similar measures for other sectors.

H OW TO A P P LY
To make an application for a sponsor
licence, your company must have
an established business presence in
the UK and have the ability to offer
genuine employment that meets the
criteria for sponsorship.

Due to the combined impact of Brexit
and the pandemic, hundreds of
businesses are struggling to recruit the
workers they need, and the UK’s postBrexit immigration rules mean that
employers can no longer freely recruit
workers from Europe unless they
obtain a Home Office sponsor licence.

The sponsor licence application
process includes:
	Completion of the online
application form.
	
Submission of supporting
documentation (such as latest

annual accounts, corporate bank
account statement, employers’
liability insurance certificate and
VAT registration certificate).
	
Confirmation that your business
has the necessary HR systems and
processes in place to comply with
the strict reporting and monitoring
requirements placed on all sponsors.
	Appointment of ‘key personnel’
within your business to manage the
sponsorship process.
	
Payment of the application fee. The
cost of a Sponsor Licence is £536
for small or charitable sponsors, or
£1.476 for medium or large sponsors.

SSW has produced a detailed video
guide to the application process. Find
the video on our YouTube channel
here: https://www.youtube.com/c/
SmithStoneWaltersImmigrationPractice

“To help employers
understand their legal
obligations as a licensed
sponsor, SSW has
produced a free guide to
sponsorship duties.”

A N E M P LOY E R ’ S G U I D E TO
SPONSORSHIP DUTIES
Once you have secured sponsor
approval, there are strict monitoring
and reporting responsibilities you
must uphold, known as sponsorship
duties. To help employers understand
their legal obligations as a licensed
sponsor, SSW has produced a free
guide to sponsorship duties and how
to embed a culture of compliance
within your business. Inside, you will
find everything you need to know
about complying with your sponsorship
duties, including:
	
T he employer’s duties:
Understand the record-keeping,
reporting, and compliance duties
you must adhere to as a licensed
sponsor.
	
Sponsor checklist:
A detailed breakdown of your
responsibilities regarding your
migrant workers before, during and
after their employment has ended.

	
T he audit:
How to prepare for an audit visit by
Home Office Compliance Officers
from UK Visas and Immigration
(UKVI).
Whether you are new to sponsorship
or you have held a sponsor licence for
some time, following our best practice
advice and ensuring your entire HR
team is kept informed is the best way to
stay compliant.

To request your free copy of our
Sponsor Duties guide, simply email
info@smithstonewalters.com.
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INTRODUCING

What are the biggest challenges currently facing
those undertaking global immigration moves?
Due to the ongoing pandemic, one of the biggest challenges
facing our clients is longer visa processing times and delays
to applications. These delays are caused by a combination
of staff shortages in Embassies and visa centres, alongside
shorter working days and unplanned closures. SSW are
proactive in ensuring our clients are aware of the expected
timeframe for their application and we endeavour to make
sure any delays are communicated in good time.

THE SSW
GLOBAL
TEAM

Clients are matched with a dedicated
immigration consultant who will
be available to answer all queries
and ensure compliance.
In what regions or countries are you currently
seeing the most immigration activity?
Recently, we have seen most movement and enquiries
relating to the USA, Germany, Saudi Arabia,
Italy and the Schengen region in general. This
includes advising companies on transferring UK
staff to European destinations post-Brexit.

Three years ago, Smith Stone Walters launched SSW Global, for the first time
offering global immigration services in addition to UK immigration services.
Since then, our team of global immigration consultants has grown significantly,
and we have assisted on hundreds of international moves, providing global
immigration support to both new and existing corporate and private clients.

Our global team here at SSW provides assistance in a
range of areas, from general enquiries to processing
multiple large volume visas. In addition to this, we offer
weekly global updates to inform our clients of the most
recent global immigration news from across the globe.
We are proud to have established regional SSW offices
in the UK, Hong Kong, the USA and India, enabling
us to work across continents and time zones to provide
timely advice to our clients. Our global immigration

services are delivered with the help of our worldwide
network of partners, who are carefully selected to help
us provide country specific visa support for our clients.
This month, we caught up with the SSW Global team
to find out what is happening now in worldwide
immigration, the team’s predictions for the future
of international travel, and what makes SSW
stand out as a trusted immigration provider.

Are there any long term affects or changes you expect to
see in international travel as a result of the pandemic?
Certainly longer waiting times for visa applicants, including the
time taken to process the visa and also to secure appointments
overseas. Long-term effects we are now seeing is that many
countries are requiring individuals to be fully vaccinated in
order to travel to certain regions. We would caution travellers
to check the vaccination requirements for their destination
country before travelling as the rules are regularly updated.
What are the most important factors to a client when using
an immigration advisor to manage their visa process?
Clear, concise and supportive advice. We are
experts in managing immigration services
and will always ensure we manage our clients’
expectations and offer support throughout the
entire process, including post-arrival assistance.
How can SSW help businesses plan and deliver
a successful global mobility programme?
The fundamental part of this process is to understand
the client’s business needs fully and then lay down a

proper plan so that there is a clear understanding of the
objective. By partnering with our clients, we aim to play
a significant role in achieving success for their assignees’
moves and to ensure the immigration process dovetails
with the other aspects of each individual relocation.
How can SSW’s global teams and partners
support international assignees?
With offices in key locations around the globe including
London, Hong Kong, New York and Mumbai, SSW is able
to provide support to our clients around the clock, no
matter where in the world they are. Our global network
of partners are also on hand to keep us informed on any
key updates or upcoming changes to their immigration
laws, which in turn we communicate to our clients.
What do you think makes SSW stand out
from other immigration firms?
Our ability to communicate and build a strong relationship
with our clients allows us to nurture a mutual trust which
makes working together a smoother process. What makes
us stand out is our ability to offer a supportive end-to-end
service to new and existing clients. We are responsive and
are always happy to provide guidance at any stage during the
process. Clients are matched with a dedicated immigration
consultant who will be available to answer all queries and
ensure compliance. Most importantly we understand that
behind every immigration application is an individual,
couple or family. We always aim to ensure the process is as
smooth and stress-free as possible for everyone involved.

To find out how SSW Global can assist with your
global mobility needs, please call 0208 461 6660
or email info@smithstonewalters.com.
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SENDING UK
E M P L OY E E S
TO EUROPE?
The end of the Brexit transition
period meant the curtailment of rights
granted to British nationals to roam
freely around Europe. Businesses
now have to be especially cautious
when sending workers to Europe for
work reasons, and must ensure they
adhere to the relevant immigration
rules in the destination country.
At SSW we provide tailored advice to
our clients, helping them navigate
the immigration rules of the specific
country they are travelling to. The
rules and requirements for British
nationals working in Europe postBrexit will depend on the individual’s
circumstances, and employers
are encouraged to seek advice
before booking any international
travel. However, we have provided
a list below of the key points to
consider for companies planning
to send their workers overseas.
R E M OT E WO R K I N G
ARRANGEMENTS
With the widespread adoption of remote
working arrangements since the outset
of the pandemic, many employees
now wish to combine work and travel
and are increasingly requesting to
work from abroad. However, remote
working overseas where you are not a
national of that country can have legal
repercussions for both the business
and the employee. For this reason,
employers should carefully consider the

compliance risks before entering into
such arrangements with their employees.
B U S I N E S S V I S I TO R O R WO R K E R ?
UK based employers sending their
British employees to Europe will
need to consider whether the
activities they will be undertaking
in the destination country are
among the permissible activities for
a business visitor or whether they
will require an employment visa.
B E WA R E O F OV E R S TAY I N G
A key consideration for business visitors
will be monitoring the duration of
their stay in Europe, which normally
should not exceed 90 days within
any 180 day period. All frequent
travellers to Europe are reminded of
the need to retain accurate record of
trips to ensure they do not overstay.
U N D E R S TA N D T H E
T R AV E L R U L E S
The final consideration will be paying
attention to the latest COVID-19
travel requirements and the specific
rules for your destination. The
Re-open EU website provides up
to date information, available in
24 languages, regarding entry
requirements for all EU countries.

For the latest advice on working in
Europe, please speak to a member
of the SSW Global team.

A P P LY I N G F O R
A SCHENGEN VISA
P O S T- C O V I D
In the midst of the COVID-19 outbreak in Europe, the European
Commission recommended the Member States to shut down all EU
ports of entry for non-EU and non-Schengen nationals. However,
the roll out of the vaccination programme means that borders are now
re-opening to overseas visitors, and those visa required nationals
wishing to travel to the Schengen Area can apply for a Schengen visa.
However, there are several important
changes to the application process
as a result of the pandemic that
applicants should be aware of. Below,
we have listed some important
points to factor in when applying
for a Schengen visa post-COVID.
VACC I N AT I O N R E Q U I R E M E N T S
The authorities of some countries
within the Schengen area have now
introduced certain requirements
relating to vaccinations for Schengen
visa applicants. Depending on the
country, this could be a requirement
for the individual to be fully
vaccinated, and in some cases this
must be with an approved vaccination.
Most embassies also require a copy
of the vaccination certificate at
the time of application. The SSW
Global team can provide advice
on the vaccination requirements
for your destination country.

SSW can assist with all aspects of
your Schengen visa application.
Please contact us to find out more.

W H E N TO A P P LY
You can apply for a Schengen visa up
to six months before your anticipated
travel date. However, applying three
months prior will usually give sufficient
time to process your Schengen visa. It
should be noted that applications can
be subject to delays and are entirely
at the discretion of the Embassy.
PROCESSING TIMES
Post COVID-19, applying for a
Schengen visa may take significantly
longer than before. Most Embassies
require the individual to schedule a
prior appointment and with reduced
service capacities, applicants are
currently having to wait 4 – 6 weeks to
secure an appointment, and in some
cases even longer. Once the application
is successfully lodged it could take a
minimum of 10 -15 business days for
the Embassy officials to issue the visa.

GLOBAL
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U S T R AV E L
BAN LIFTED

N E W R U L E S FO R FO R E I G N N AT I O N A L S
Under the new policy, foreign national travellers
arriving in the United States by air are required to
be double vaccinated and must provide proof of
vaccination status to their airline prior to boarding an
airplane to the US, with only limited exceptions.
Proof of vaccination should be a paper or digital record
issued by an official source and should include the
traveller’s name, date of birth, vaccine product and
the date(s) of administration for all doses received.
Accepted vaccines include FDA approved or authorised
vaccines and WHO emergency use listed vaccines. More
information on approved vaccines and exemptions can
be found on the CDC.gov website. Fully vaccinated
air travellers must also show documentation of a predeparture negative viral test from a sample taken
within three days of travel to the United States.

On 8 November 2021, the USA lifted its
blanket travel ban and passengers from
the UK and Europe are now permitted
to enter the country for business and
tourism purposes. The travel ban which
prevented visitors from the UK, Ireland
and the Schengen Area from entering the
US lasted for almost 20 months, since
it was imposed in mid-March 2020.
During the ban, British, Irish and European nationals
were only allowed to travel to the US in very limited
circumstances, and were required to apply for a National
Interest Exception (NIE) for permission to enter if their
reason for travel was considered to be of national interest.
The decision to lift the ban has been welcomed by both
businesses and leisure travellers who can now resume
business trips and holidays in the United States after almost
two years. However, restrictions do still apply and entry is
currently limited to those foreign nationals who are fully
vaccinated against COVID-19 with an approved vaccine.
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WE P L A N T T R E E S FO R
E V E RY I M M I G R AT I O N
I N S T R U C T I O N WE R EC E I V E
Smith Stone Walters is delighted to
announce that we have launched a new
company initiative to help us work towards
becoming a Climate Positive Workforce.

O U R G OA L
Our aim is to allow SSW to make a positive impact on the
environment by planting trees and helping fund the best
climate crisis solutions. We have therefore set ourselves a
business goal to plant 250,000 trees by 2030. Our donations
will support real projects making a real difference in
countries around the world. Since opening the ‘SSW
Forest’ in October, we have planted 1,750 trees to date.

US CITIZENS AND PERM ANENT RESIDENTS
The above rules not apply to US citizens, lawful
permanent residents and their dependants. Whilst
these travellers are not required to show vaccination
proof, they must take a pre-departure COVID-19 test.
When you need to take the test depends on your vaccination
status. Non-vaccinated US citizens and permanent
residents must show documentation of a negative viral
test taken no more than one day before departure. Fully
vaccinated US citizens and permanent residents must
show proof of a negative test taken within three days of
travel to the United States. Proof of vaccination must
be shown to qualify for the three-day test window.
P R E PA R E FO R V I S A D E L AY S
Whilst travel restrictions are coming to an end, those
who require a visa to enter the US should prepare for
delays in application processing. At the London Embassy,
appointment dates are slowly being released from December
2021 onwards, but customers can expect to wait several
months to secure a slot due to the high demand.

Travelling to the US? To find out if you need a
visa and to get help with your application, please
contact the SSW Global Immigration team.

We know that climate change is a major crisis facing
our planet, and that even the smallest actions can
collectively make a huge difference. As a company,
we want to help offset the environmental impact our
operations have by giving something back to the
environment for each immigration case we work on.

H OW YO U
CAN HELP
The Ecologi platform has enabled over 20 million
trees to be planted and 650,000+ tonnes of CO2
reduced in just 28 months. To contribute towards
to reversing climate change, simply engage
SSW for all your visa work or join us by setting
up your own individual or business account
with Ecologi. Speak to us for more details.

O U R PA R T N E R S H I P W I T H E CO LO G I
To help us achieve our goal we have partnered with
Ecologi, an environmental organisation based in
the UK that funds reforestation projects. Through
this partnership, SSW has pledged to plant 5
trees for every visa instruction we manage.
Ecologi works with tree planting partners who will
responsibly plant the trees on our behalf. The project also
provides fair-wage employment by hiring local villagers to
grow, plant and guard the forest restoration sites, providing
a consistent income to poverty-stricken communities.

Our Ecologi profile can be found here:
https://ecologi.com/smithstonewalters-immigrationpractice
To find out more about how SSW is working to make
our operations more environmentally friendly,
please email us on info@smithstonewalters.com.
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R E A DY…
S E T…

BAKE!
To kick off our new Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) year which began on
1 November, SSW recently held our first
fundraising event of the new year. Over
one week in November, the SSW teams in
the UK held an office ‘bake-athon’ to help
raise money for our chosen charity, the
Rainbow Trust.

Staff baked sweet and savoury treats and sold them to
colleagues in both UK offices throughout the week, with
all funds raised going to the charity. The total amount
raised at the end of the week was £178.65.
SSW is proud to support the Rainbow Trust, a children’s
charity that provides vital support for families with
seriously ill children. Our fundraising efforts are directed
from within, by our staff. We engage in a wide range of
team and individual activities and the company operates
a gift-matching scheme to maximise fundraising.

WH AT O U R
C L I E N T S S AY
A B O U T U S!
We always strive to deliver a WOW
service to our clients. Our dedicated
team have been working hard to provide
successful solutions and swift results,
getting our clients where they need to
be. Here is just some of the feedback we
have been proud to receive recently:

“It was pleasure to work
with SSW and Veronica
in particular, great service
provided and complete
customer satisfaction!”
SN, Manufacturing company
“Smith Stone Walters succeeded
in getting my wife a visa when
time was of the essence! Thank
you very much guys.”
TE, Media company

To find out more about the Rainbow Trust,
please visit their website on www.rainbowtrust.org.uk.

“I loved how responsive and
informative SSW were. It
truly made the experience less
anxiety inducing for me.”
KO, Investment bank

“The total amount
raised at the end of the
week was £178.65.”

“Jack’s guidance was simple
and reassuring, and his level
of responsiveness was very
high. I would recommend SSW
to anyone seeking a UK visa.”
AD, Financial Services
company

“Absolutely brilliant. Quick and
professional advice and service
by Smith Stone Walters. Really
appreciate it, thank you.”
UT, Law firm
“Ming is a very organised
and caring case handler.
Her meticulous preparation
was a key factor in making
my case a success.”
FL, Private client
“All handled with grace,
humour and understanding.
Our journey and our landing
in the UK went smoothly
because of Yvonne. We are
most grateful.”
IC, University

SATISFAC TION
SMOOTH
GUIDANCE
ME TICULOUS
PROFESSIONAL
BRILLIANT
RESPONSIVE
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FOCUS
“A short term Marriage Visitor
visa allows the holder to come to
the UK for up to six months for
the purpose of getting married.”

I F YO U A R E CO M I N G TO T H E U K TO
G E T M A R R I E D, R E G I S T E R A C I V I L
PA R T N E R S H I P O R G I V E N OT I C E O F
A M A R R I AG E O R C I V I L PA R T N E R S H I P,
YO U M AY N E E D TO A P P LY FO R A V I S A .
Depending on your circumstances, there are two
key visa categories you can apply for that have been
established for this purpose: the Marriage Visitor
visa or the Fiancé visa. In this Focus, we compare
the two routes and provide guidance on each.

Do I need a visa to get married
in the UK?

What is a Marriage
Visitor visa?

Most non-UK nationals wishing to come to
the UK to get married or enter into a civil
partnership are required to apply for either a
Marriage Visitor visa or a Fiancé visa. There
are limited circumstances in which you do
not need to apply for either of these visas, for
example if you are coming to the UK to convert
your civil partnership into a marriage – in this
case, you can apply for a Standard Visitor visa.
You also do not need a visa if:

A Marriage Visitor visa is a category of short
term visit visa which allows the holder to come to
the UK for up to six months for the purpose of
getting married or registering a civil partnership,
or to give notice of one of these. Such activities
are not permitted under the conditions of a
Standard Visitor visa, therefore if you wish to
undertake any of the above whilst in the UK, you
must apply for a Marriage Visitor visa. You can
apply for a Marriage Visitor visa if you are not
planning to stay or settle in the UK after your
marriage or civil partnership.

	
You have settled or pre-settled status under
the EU Settlement Scheme
	
You have applied to the EU Settlement
Scheme but have not received a decision yet
	
You are an Irish citizen.

Eligibility requirements
To be eligible for a Marriage Visitor visa, you
must be 18 or over and in a genuine relationship.
You must be free to marry, enter into a civil
partnership or give notice within six months of
your arrival in the UK.
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“The deciding factors on which visa category to
choose are whether or not you intend to live in
the UK after getting married, and whether the
person you are marrying holds UK citizenship”
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CO N T I N U E D

Like the Standard Visitor visa, the rules specify that
those applying for a Marriage Visitor visa must be
able to prove that they intend to leave the UK at
the end of their visit and do not intend to make the
UK their main home or live in the UK for extended
periods through frequent or successive visits.
Applicants will also need to show that they have
the necessary funds to support themselves during
their trip and are able to pay for their return or
onward journey. Applicants may also be required to
show proof of any other activities they intend to do
in the UK, as permitted under the Visitor Rules.

What you can and cannot do
On a Marriage Visitor visa, you can marry or enter
into a civil partnership at a licensed venue in the
UK within six months of your arrival. You can
also pass through the UK in transit on your way
to another country.
You cannot work or study in the UK, except for
permitted activities related to your work or business
overseas, such as attending meetings. Once your
Marriage Visitor visa has expired, you cannot
extend it or switch in-country to another visa type.
Dependants are not permitted under this route,
and any accompanying family members must
apply for a visa separately.

The application process
If you need a Marriage Visitor visa, you must
apply online via the gov.uk website before you
come to the UK. As part of your application,
you’ll need to book an appointment at a visa
application centre to prove your identity and
provide your documents. The application
fee is currently £95, and the earliest you can
apply is three months before you travel. Once
you’ve applied online, proved your identity and
provided your documents, you’ll usually get a
decision on your visa within three weeks.

What is a Fiancé visa?

What you can and cannot do

Under UK immigration rules, you need a family
visa to live with a family member in the UK for
more than six months. A Fiancé visa is a category
of family visa which allows the holder to come
to the UK to live permanently with their fiancé,
fiancée or proposed civil partner.

You cannot work or study in the UK on a Fiancé visa.
You also cannot get benefits or other public funds
for you or your dependants. However, once you have
got married you will be able to switch to a spouse
or partner visa which will enable you to work and
study in the UK.

If you’re applying for a family visa as a fiancé,
fiancée or proposed civil partner, you can stay
in the UK for six months, in which time you can
marry or enter into a civil partnership with your
partner. After this, you will need to apply to
extend your stay.

The application process

Eligibility requirements
The eligibility criteria and supporting evidence
required to apply for a Fiancé visa is much stricter
compared to the Marriage Visitor visa route, due
to the fact that applicants will be living in the
UK and must be able to prove their relationship
to the Home Office.
To be eligible for a Fiancé visa, both you and your
partner must be 18 or over, and you must intend to
live together permanently in the UK after you apply.
Your partner must be a British or Irish citizen or
have settled status in the UK. This includes those
with indefinite leave to remain and settled or
pre-settled status granted under the EU Settlement
Scheme. You must also be able to prove that:
	
A ny previous marriages or civil partnerships
have ended
	
You plan to marry or become civil partners
within six months of arriving in the UK
	
You have a good knowledge of English
	
You can financially support yourself and
any dependants.

Applications for a Fiancé visa are submitted
online via the gov.uk website, and can be filed
from inside or outside the UK. You will need
to attend an appointment to provide your
biometric information as part of your application.
Dependants are permitted under this route, as
long as they meet the specific requirements.
The cost to apply for a Fiancé visa is £1,523 if you
are applying from outside the UK, or £1,033 if
you are applying from inside the UK. The same
fee also applies for each dependant added to your
application. If you apply outside the UK a decision
will usually be made within 12 weeks. If you apply
in the UK a decision will usually be made within
8 weeks of your application date if you use the
standard service.

Which route should I choose?
The deciding factors on which visa category to
choose are whether or not you intend to live in
the UK after getting married, and whether the
person you are marrying holds UK citizenship
or settled status.
If you simply wish to hold your special day in the
UK and need permission to visit temporarily for
this purpose, the Marriage Visitor visa would be
your best option. In this case, your nationalities
or relationship history between yourself and your
partner is not important but you will need to show
the Home Office that you intend to leave the
country at the end of your visit.

On the other hand, if your partner is a UK citizen
or settled person and you intend to live in the
UK long term, you will need to apply for a Fiancé
visa. Those applying under this route should
note that they will need to prepare a strong
bundle of evidence to submit in support of the
visa application. The Home Office may request
supporting evidence to show you are in a genuine
relationship with your partner before your Fiancé
visa can be granted. Examples of acceptable
evidence could include tenancy agreements, utility
bills, doctors’ letters or bank statements confirming
that you live at the same address or pay bills
together. Items such as receipts, greetings cards,
travel tickets and texts or social media messages are
not considered strong evidence of your relationship
and are unlikely to help your application.
Neither the Marriage Visitor visa nor the Fiancé
visa are routes to settlement. You can apply to settle
in the UK after you have lived in the UK for five
years continuously on a family visa as a partner.
However, you cannot include time spent in the
UK as a fiancé, fiancée or proposed civil partner.
So before you set the date and book the venue
for your UK wedding, we recommend beginning
the planning process by checking you and your
partner can satisfy the Home Office’s immigration
requirements.

Coming to the UK to get married?
Smith Stone Walters can help assess your eligibility
for a Marriage Visitor visa or a Fiancé visa, and
provide practical support with the application
process. For an informal discussion with one of our
immigration experts, please call 0208 461 6660 or
email info@smithstonewalters.com.
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